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New restrictions for Tenerife during the next 15 days
The Government of the Canary Islands has approved extraordinary measures to stop Covid-19 pandemic from
spreading on Tenerife. During the next 15 days and according to rules published today in the Official Gazette
of the Canary Islands (BOC), these are the most relevant restrictions applicable for the island (for full
information on restrictions, please check the following link with the original resolution:
http://sede.gobcan.es/boc/boc-a-2020-249-4755.pdf.
- Mobility. Movements of all the population:
- Avoid closed spaces where activities incompatible with the use of a face mask are carried out or where
many people gather.
- Closing time for establishments with non-essential services: 11 pm.
Limitation of people's freedom of movement during the night: during 7 calendar days, people's freedom of
movement will be limited at night from 11 pm to 6 am, except to carry out essential activities.
Social and family gatherings (stay in households or bubbles, that is, those who live under the same roof)
- Maximum 4 people in public and private spaces, indoors and outdoors. This is not applicable to households
or bubbles.
- This number of people may not be exceeded for households and non-coexisting persons.
Hotel and catering services (restaurants). Indoors:
- Maximum occupancy: 1/3 of regulatory capacity.
- Maximum occupancy: 4 people per table.
- Minimum safety distance between chairs of adjacent tables: 2 metres. Customers must remain seated at
the table at all times, limit their movements within the establishment to what is strictly necessary and keep
the interpersonal safety distance.
- Consumption in bar forbidden.
- Take away services and home delivery of food and beverages is permitted.
- Establishments or premises must be completely closed at 11 pm.
Hotel and catering services (restaurants). Outdoor terraces:
- Maximum occupancy: 50% of regulatory capacity.
- Maximum occupancy: 4 people per table.
- Minimum safety distance between chairs of adjacent tables: 2 metres. Customers must remain seated at
the table at all times, limit their movements within the establishment to what is strictly necessary and keep
the interpersonal safety distance.
- Consumption in bar forbidden.
- Smoking forbidden on terraces.
- Take away services and home delivery of food and beverages is permitted.
- Establishments or premises must be completely closed at 11 pm.
Tourist accommodation establishments. Common areas:
Common areas: 1/3 of regulatory capacity.
- For restaurants and catering services, please check measures contained under hotel and catering services
(restaurants).
Tourist guide activities:
- Maximum 20 people consisting of groups of 4 people of the same household or bubble.

Active tourism activities:
- Maximum 20 people in groups of 4 people each of the same household or bubble (groups of people in
regular contact with each other).
- Safety distance between different groups shall be kept at all times.
Other commercial or non-commercial establishments or premises, except medical or sanitary services:
Occupancy: 1/3 of regulatory capacity.
Cultural activities in cinemas, theatres, auditoriums and similar spaces:
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity indoors.
- 50% of regulatory capacity outdoors.
- Eating or drinking forbidden during the sessions.
Museums, exhibition halls, showrooms, monuments and other cultural facilities:
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity for each hall and showroom.
- Maximum 4 people in group activities.
Sport activities - indoor facilities and sport centres:
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity for each hall or space. Maximum 15 people. No public attendance.
- Maximum number of people for group activities: 4 people.
- The practice of contact sports is forbidden.
- Mandatory use of face mask during sport practice, except for those sport disciplines that require to use
swimming pools, specific courts like tennis, paddle, squash or sport tracks; exclusively while carrying out that
specific activity and respecting the maximum capacity for each game or sport discipline at all times.
Weddings and other religious or civil celebrations in temples or other premises:
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity.
Weddings and other religious or civil celebrations in hotel and catering services (restaurants):
- 50% of regulatory capacity outdoors and 1/3 indoors.
- Maximum 20 people outdoors and 10 people indoors.
Gambling and sport betting establishments and premises:
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity (as laid down by Law no Publish shows)
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity outdoors. Public attendance forbidden indoors.
- Public attendance: in groups of inhabitants or bubbles, with a maximum of 4 people each and respecting a
safety distance of at least 1.5 metres.
- Eating, drinking or smoking forbidden.
- Subject to prior authorisation for events for big audiences.
Beaches:
- 50% of regulatory capacity, calculated at a rate of 4 m2 of useful area per person.
- Groups of 4 people, except for households or bubble members.
- People who do not live together must respect a minimum safety distance of 2 metres while not using the
face mask at the beach.
Camps, shelters, mountain refuges, non-social hostels and overnight camps
In spaces fitted out for the activity: Closed.
Regular farmers and street markets:
- 50% of regulatory capacity.
- Space delimited with access and exit points duly controlled and effective counting and capacity control
system.

Tobacco consumption and use of inhalation devices (water pipes, pipes, shishas, etc.):
- Forbidden in entertainment, leisure, hotel and catering services, even on terraces.
Alcohol consumption in public thoroughfare:
- Sale and consumption forbidden in public thoroughfare.
- It is recommended that parks, open-air recreation and leisure areas in public thoroughfares be closed at
night to avoid crowds to meet for alcohol consumption, which is prohibited (bottle parties).
Recreational, leisure and entertainment boats with economic activity:
- 1/3 of regulatory capacity.
- Excursions hired by households or bubbles of maximum 6 people, always respecting the safety distance
between different groups and respecting the mandatory use of face mask.
Public passenger land transport:
Maximum capacity subject to limitations laid down by the competent transport authority

